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funds for Oxfam as one of the MBA Alumni

Association (MBAAA) Trailwalkers in

2001. Prof Dekai Wu, President of the

MBAAA, and Sean Lin, President of the

HKUSTAA, also spoke about alumni

contribution to the alma mater and the

exciting year plans of the two Associations.

To promote the spirit of benevolence, ARU

announced the setting-up of an Alumni-

Giving Fund for university development.

An alumni-giving campaign is on its way.

Keep a lookout for further updates on this

major initiative!

Updates
from
ARU

President’s
Message

New institute demonstrates
research strengths
A number of HKUST faculty members have
been granted prestigious awards or
fellowships, all of which epitomize HKUST’s

accomplishments in basic research. I am also
glad to note that we have made good
progress on the midstream research front
too. HKUST has successfully secured
research grants from the Innovation and
Technology Fund (ITF), which allows the
University and its industry partners to
develop new applications in online
multimedia services as well as nanomaterials
and nanotechnologies. The work will result
in higher value-added products and services,
thereby enhancing the competitiveness of
industry and business in Hong Kong.

The Institute of Nanomaterials and
Nanotechnology (INMT) has been

established with the largest ITF grant ever
awarded to a university, and has a budget of
HK$96 million.  With the participation of
over 20 local and international enterprises,
the INMT aims to develop functional
nanomaterials and nanotechnologies that
will move Hong Kong’s foundation industries
up the value chain and pave the way for new
industries to emerge. The wide application
of nanomaterials means that most industries,

if not all, will benefit. It makes good sense,
therefore, to invest in nanotechnology today
if we wish to participate in the exciting
revolution to be brought about by this

frontier technology.

Tackling financial constraints
Universities in Hong Kong are facing
increasing financial constraints. A 10%
budget cut for universities in Hong Kong has
been proposed for 2004-05. Cumulative
reductions in recurrent grants might amount
to 28% in 2006-07, according to the latest

information we have. Such massive
reductions will have a serious impact on
Hong Kong’s higher education, especially on
an up-and-coming young university such as
HKUST. I, and the heads of the other local
tertiary institutions, expressed our grave
concerns in a recent letter to the Secretary-
General of the University Grants Committee
(UGC). The University will try to tackle these
financial constraints by exploring all means,
such as internal savings, fundraising and
refocusing our goals, without losing sight
of our vision. Thanks to the stringent
measures taken over the last few years, we
have succeeded in reducing 23% of the non-
teaching staff establishment since 1997-98.

We will continue to reduce expenditure on

non-salary items, which are already
stretched to the limit, while striving to
maintain academic quality and minimize as
much as possible the impact of a slashed

budget on faculty and staff.

Tertiary institutions are being encouraged

to step up their fundraising efforts and to

capitalize on the HK$1 billion matching

fund from the UGC.  In the year starting

from 1 July 2003, the UGC will first

dispense HK$500 million to the higher

education sector on a first-come-first-

served basis. Competition for the fund is

expected to be very keen. We are devising

a series of fundraising initiatives to

mobilize every member of the HKUST

community. Backing from HKUST

graduates is important, and I urge all alumni

to lend their generous support to their alma

mater.

The University will continue to forge ahead
despite the many challenges it faces. The
knowledge that our scientists and scholars
have amassed can be transformed into an
energy that fuels Hong Kong’s economic
revival. To this end, we will continue to work
closely with business, industry and the
Government to contribute to Hong Kong’s
well-being.

The recent SARS outbreak posed yet another

critical challenge to the people of Hong Kong.

I am proud to see that the community has

triumphed through concerted efforts and

professionalism, as exemplified by the

medical officers battling the epidemic. The

incident has also shown that—research and

the dissemination of information play a key

role in our society—two areas in which

HKUST faculty and researchers have

devoted their efforts and gained recognition.

Carmen
Lee

Prof
Dekai
Wu

Sean
Lin

Wilson
Lee

Forging Ahead
in Times of Adversity

About 100 alumni returned to HKUST

campus to share happy times at the first

Alumni Spring Gathering on 22 February.

The successful event, organized by the

Alumni Relations Unit (ARU) of the Office

of University Development and Public

Affairs, enabled participants to meet up with

old and new friends and learn about the

latest developments of the University. The

event’s guest of honor was the University

President, Prof Paul Chu. Those in

attendance included representatives from

Alumni Associations, former Students’ Union

presidents, alumni donors and special guests.

Highlights included talks by Carmen Lee

(1997 BBA (ACCT) ) and Wilson Lee (1999

MBA) who shared stories about their charity

work, the former as a volunteer for Medecins

Sans Frontieres in Kenya, the latter raising

2 22

100

Prof Paul Chu

1st Alumni Spring Gathering –
Kindles Alumni-Giving Spirit
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The nanotechnology revolution is upon us, and

recently HKUST took another step towards

helping Hong Kong businesses and industries

maximize the potential of this immense

advance with the establishment of the HKUST

I n s t i t u t e  o f  N a n o m a t e r i a l s  a n d

Nanotechnology (INMT).  “Our primary goal

with the INMT will be the

development of functional,

mult ip le-applicat ion

nanomater i a l s  and

technologies relevant to

the economic growth of

Hong Kong,” said Prof

Ka Ming Ng,Head of Chemical Engineering

and Project Coordinator of the INMT.

New Institute to Propel Hong Kong’s
Nano-leap

University
Spotlight
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Prof Roland Chin took office as HKUST’s new Vice-President

for Research and Development (VPRD) on 1 June. A

long-serving member of the University, he started as

a Professor of Computer Science in 1992 and

served as Head of the Department from 1996

to 2001. He was then seconded to the

Government’s Applied Science and Technology

Research Institute Inc. (ASTRI), where he was

Vice-President of Information Technology,

before rejoining HKUST as VPRD.

New Vice-President for
Research and Development

A topping-out ceremony was held for the new student hostel in January.

Upon completion in 2004, the new hostel will provide 527 additional

spaces. The University needs to raise around HK$19.5 million for

construction, with 75% of the total cost being funded by the

Government and half of the remaining 25% by The Hong Kong Jockey

Club Charities Trust.

Prof Chia-Wei Woo, the University’s President Emeritus and Honorary

President of HKUST Alumni Association, was the guest of honor at

the Chinese American Faculty Association's 32nd Annual Convention,

held in California on 22 March.

Prof Woo delivered a keynote address at the convention, entitled

“Fulfilling the Dreams of an Academic”. Commenting on the

University's founding mission, which included advancing knowledge

and learning, as well as contributing to the region's economic and

social development, Prof Woo outlined just how great HKUST's

achievements have been in only 11 short years and thanked the many

friends of HKUST in America who gave their valuable time and advice

during the University's founding years.

The School of Business and Management's MBA

program remains the best in Asia and Australasia,

according to the Financial Times (FT) annual

MBA rankings published on 20 January. This year

the School received even more accolades from the

FT. It climbed to 6th position in the world when

compared to other publicly-funded institutions,

placing it alongside the likes of

UCLA and UC Berkeley. More

significantly, HKUST

faculty were ranked 20th

in the world for their

research, up six places,

despite the School averaging

only half the number of faculty of

its US peers.

MBA Top in Region Again

"Time-Eye" at HKUST Puts Hong Kong on
Global Hi-Tech Media Art Scene

An international media arts project that employs high technologies to track

the continuous movement of sunlight round the earth has chosen Hong Kong

to represent its time zone, with the scientific installation completed recently

at our University.

Under the Sunpendulum Project, conceived and realized by Austrian artist

Hofstetter Kurt, video cameras – the Time-Eyes – are set up in 12 of the

world's time zones, directed towards the sky and connected online to the Internet

at www.sunpendulum.at.

Our researchers have, for the 6th time, presented their latest research

findings in integrated circuit design technology at the IEEE

International Solid-State Circuits Conference (ISSCC) – the top

international forum in the field, commonly known as the "Chip

Olympics".

Two HKUST teams from the Department of Electrical and Electronic

Engineering presented at this year's ISSCC, held in San Francisco

from 9 to 13 February. They were Postdoctoral Research Associate

Dr Vincent Cheung (2002 PhD(ELEC)) and Associate Professor

Howard Luong; MPhil graduate Mei Xue and Associate Professor

Mansun Chan.

Continuing Success at Chip Olympics

During a brief stopover in Hong Kong in March, Dr David Ho, the

renowned US scientist who devised the triple cocktail therapy

for the treatment of AIDS, kindly found time to give a

lecture entitled “The Global AIDS Crisis and its Threat to

China” to HKUST students pursuing the Innovation

and Leadership in the 21st Century program.

Dr Ho is the founding Scientific Director

and CEO of the Aaron Diamond

AIDS Research Center, and

Irene Diamond Professor at

The Rockefeller University.

World Recognition for Home-grown
Executive Education Programs

The executive education programs specially tailored by the School

of Business and Management for companies have garnered the

top position in the Asia-Pacific in a major international survey

released by the Financial Times on 19 May.

This is the first time the London-based financial newspaper’s

global executive education rankings have featured a Hong Kong

business school. The Business School participated in the

customized programs category in which 50 schools worldwide

were ranked, and was ranked 28th in its debut on the Financial

Times’ list of the world’s best executive education providers.

Prof Jingsong
Huang at the award
presentation with
Chinese leaders.

AIDS Pioneer Gives Leadership Lecture
Prof Ping Cheng

Prof Ping Cheng, Professor of Mechanical Engineering, has recently been

selected as the recipient of the prestigious American Institute of Aeronautics

and Astronautics (AIAA) Thermophysics Award, in recognition of his

contribution in thermophysics literature relating to aerospace applications.

Prof Jingsong Huang, Professor of Mathematics,
was conferred in February the 2002 State Natural

Science Award (SNSA), Second Class, for his

contribution to fundamental research on group

representation theory and harmonic analysis. The

Award is the highest honor in natural sciences in China.

Prof Tong-Yi Zhang, Professor of Mechanical
Engineering, and Prof Mingjie Zhang, Associate
Professor of Biochemistry, were among five Hong

Kong scholars who received this year’s Croucher

Senior Research Fellowship awards on 27 March for

their contributions in material science and

biochemistry, respectively.

President Emeritus Welcomed Stateside

Faculty Reap Accolades Around the World
7

New Student Hostel Topped Out
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The MBA Alumni Association (MBAAA) held its AGM and

dinner on 18 January. On the agenda was the election of a new

Executive Committee and a relaxing evening of good food and

party games at the Dynasty Club in Wanchai. More than 120

students, alumni, faculty and staff members attended the lively

event.

The inauguration of the MTM Alumni Association (MTMAA)

took place at Clear Water Bay Golf and Country Club on

29 March. President Paul Chu officiated at the occasion,

which attracted more than 70 guests, faculty members, MTM

alumni and students.

 “The vision of the MTMAA is to ensure the persistent spirit

in continuous learning, experience and knowledge sharing,

and networking among the growing community of MTM

graduates,” said Mr Antonio Leung, President of MTMAA

and APL Logistics Vice-President, North Asia.

Best Instructor Awards were presented to Visiting Assistant

Professor David Rossiter, Department of Computer Science,

and Associate Professor Vernon Hsu, Department of

Industrial Engineering and Engineering Management.

Congratulations to both.

2003/04 MTMAA Executive Committee
President

Vice-President (Communications & Public Relations)

Vice-President (General Affairs)

Vice-President (University Liaison)

Vice-President (External Communications)

Vice-President (Internal Communications)

Vice-President (Liaison - The Wharton School)

Vice-President (Liaison - Shanghai)

Webmaster

Webmaster

Welfare & Recreation Coordinator

Treasurer

Membership Administrator

Membership Administrator

Secretary

Secretary

Antonio Leung (2003 MTM-GLM)

Catherine Chow (2003 MTM-GLM)

David Wang (2003 MTM-GLM)

Sandra Yeung (2003 MTM-GLM)

Simon Law (2003 MTM-GLM)

Lina Wong (2003 MTM-GLM)

Linda Cheng (2002 MTM-IT)

Chung-ming Kwan (2002 MTM-IT)

Faraz Ahmad (2002 MTM-IT)

Charles Liu (2003 MTM-IT)

Arion Yau (2002 MTM-IT)

Dennis Kwok (2003 MTM-IT)

Benedict Lee (2002 MTM-IT)

Chung-man Wong (2003 MTM-GLM)

Yvonne Pang (2003 MTM-IT)

Ka-yee Ip (2003 MTM-IT)

CPEGAA

Fox

Roll Out for MTM Alumni Association

MTMAA President
Antonio Leung
(right) receives a gift
on behalf of the
MTMAA from
Acting Dean of
Engineering Prof
Philip Chan.

Alumni
Associations:
Inside News

Alumni
Associations:
Inside News

LG7

LG3

2358 6666

(Benny Lam)

MBA Alumni Annual Dinner and AGM
Voted a Hit

President
Dekai Wu
(2002 EMBA)

Membership Secretary
Sean Lin
(Dual Degree ISM Year-3)

General Secretary
Adrien Bradley
(FT MBA Year-2)

Vice-President
(External)
Susan Yuen
(2002 EMBA)

Vice-President
(Internal)
HP Suen
(2001 EMBA)

Social Secretary
Kitty Chong
(Dual Degree ISM Year-3)

Vice-President
(General Affairs)
Regina Wong
(2001 FT MBA)

Vice-President
(University Liaison)
Frederick Mutto
(FT MBA Year-2)

Social Secretary
Jessie Lee
(2002 PT MBA)

2003/04 MBAAA Executive Committee
Vice-President
(Communications and Public Affairs)
Alex Hung
(2001 PT MBA)

Treasurer
Josie Wong
(1994 PT MBA)

Web Master
Victor Chan
(Dual Degree ISM Year-3)

 (CPEGAA) 2

15

100

CPEG

Fox

C P E G A A

home.ust.hk/~al_cpeg

(Carla Chan)

1999 BEng(CPEG), 2002 MSc(COMP

1996 BEng(CENG), 2000 MSc(EVNG)
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I am now pursuing a Master Degree in SocialScience at the University of New SouthWales in Sydney and am finding life hereunquestionably different from Hong Kong.You can read and relax comfortably on thegrass out in the sun or enjoy yourfavorite novel, preferably with acup of mocha, in an outdoorcafe. Such a way of life is hardto find on a Hong Kong campuswhere the hustle and bustle ofdaily existence always intrude(a l t hough  HKUST i s  anexception).

Water Bay campus, advanced facilities and

colorful university life.  I could tell by the

questions the audience asked that they were

impressed and considered the University a

very good option for further study or

exchange.

So, an interesting personal experience and

a chance to promote HKUST excellence to

overseas students as well.

Best wishes,

Cheuk Chi Yin

1999 BEng(CIVL), 2001 MPhil(CIVL)

Boosting HKUST at Cambridge University Forum

Studying in Sydney Brings Fresh View of Life
There aren’t many others in the class who speak fluent Cantonese
so this has given me a great opportunity to meet and talk in English
to people from different corners of the world. Fellow students come
from Ireland, Norway, Yugoslavia, Singapore, and many other
places. Indeed, Sydney is a really multicultural societyand living here has

g i v e n  m e  a n
invaluable chance
to broaden my
personal horizons
and  w id en  my
global view.

Lin Hoi Kit

Dear fellow alumni,

After graduating from HKUST, I

joined Cambridge University’s

Geotechnical Research Group to

pursue a PhD degree. On 8 March I

was invited to take part in an

international study forum, organized

by Cambridge University Students’

Union, at which five speakers and I

recounted our experiences at different

Asian universities.

Taking part in this event brought back

all my memories of studying at

HKUST. My presentation included

photographs to illustrate the beautiful Clear

Speakers’
Corner

Alumni
Postcards

Parker

Parker Lau
 Parker Lau (1997 BBA(ISMT)) 

Benny Lam (1996 BEng(CENG), 2000 MSc(EVNG))

Doris To (1997 BBA(ISMT)) 2 24 7 1

Benny Doris

B a b y

www.lamlamlam.com

C
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2002 BBA(FINA)

 (Kaxton Siu)
2002 BSc(MATH)
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Alumni News

Alumni News is published quarterly by the Alumni Relations
Unit, Office of University Development and Public Affairs
(OUDPA), HKUST. This newsletter focuses on alumni

information, activities and services, and highlights of the

University’s development.

Editorial Advisory Group
Terri Lai (Assistant Director, OUDPA)

Michelle Cheung (University Development Officer, OUDPA)

Ada Lee (Project Assistant, OUDPA)

Parker Lau (HKUSTAA)

Editors
Amy Yap (Chinese Editor)

Sally Course (English Editor)

Suggestions and contributions of articles, news and photos

are most welcome. OUDPA reserves the right to publish and

edit any materials submitted for publication.  Views expressed

in this Alumni News by individual contributors do not

necessarily represent those of the University.

Alumni Relations Unit
Office of University Development and Public Affairs
Room 1364, Academic Building

The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology

Clear Water Bay, Kowloon, Hong Kong

Phone : (852) 2358 6158
Fax : (852) 2358 0537
Email : alumni@ust.hk

Design and Production
Tomsenga Design

Editor’s
Note

The University was very much saddened to learn about the passing away

of Derek Ho Wang Tat (1997 BBA(ISMT)). Derek, an Amoy Gardens

resident, was diagnosed with SARS and passed away on 25 April. He too

fleetingly entered our lives, and will be sadly missed by all of us.

Messages from some of our 1997 alumni:

Derek was a genuinely kind person. He
was my classmate, groupmate and
teammate. We met again some years
after graduation, when he joined
ESDlife.com in 2001. We worked
together to deliver secure Internet
services to Hong Kong citizens. That was
his passion, his mission, and he did it from
day one. We worked closely for the
H K C E E  a n d  H K A L E  r e s u l t s
announcement projects last year before
I left for Montreal to further my studies.
The warmth of Derek’s smile is forever
in our hearts, and he will be greatly
missed by us all.

Life is fragile. Let’s seize the day, do the
best we can, and fill our lives with love.

Fiona Tam 1997 BBA(ISMT)
from Montreal, Canada

On behalf of Derek’s family, I would like
to thank all of you for your condolences.
The solidarity of the 1997 ISMT class
is most touching.

Life is really tough, especially under the
fear of SARS. But what enlightens me
from Derek’s case is that “Health” and
“Love” are the most important things in
life. I learn that taking care of yourself
is a precious gift to your family and
people around you. If you have capacity,
learn to care and love others too!

Loretta Chin 1997 BBA(FINA)
from Hong Kong (Loretta is Derek’s cousin)

Alumni News – Issue 2 , 2003
© 2003 by HKUST Alumni Relations Unit.  All rights reserved.

In Loving Memory of Derek Ho (1975-2003)

The outbreak of SARS has weighed heavily on Hong Kong recently. Yet now is exactly

the time we need strength of mind and body to stay positive and look towards building

a better future. This issue of Alumni News focuses on the heartening stories and

community spirit fostered by our alumni that will ultimately help make that better

future a reality.

Here on campus, we are faced with new challenges and opportunities everyday. Each of

you, as HKUST alumni, is part of the University's own future. And as the University

continues its quest for excellence, for the betterment of its stakeholders and the wider

Hong Kong community, your alma mater is counting on the unique support that you

can offer to help develop a brighter future in which everyone can share!

Let's kindle the alumni-giving spirit in us all!


